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Audio Hijack will record audio coming from the System 
or from any application, including VoIP calls from Skype 
and web streams from Safari. According to Rogue Amoeba: 
“If you can hear it, you can record it”. 

FYI: Before Audio Hijack can record anything, you must 
install the ACE audio driver that comes with the program. 

When you open Audio Hijack you are instructed to 
create a new Session. Definition: A Session is acollection of 
settings used to capture audio. They can also be saved and 
reused at a later time. 

When you create a new Session, the Template Chooser 
window appears which shows all of the different type of 
Sessions you can choose from (Figure 1). Here is a short 
explanation for each Session Template: 
• Application Audio: Record an application’s audio. 
• DVD Audio: Record audio from a DVD. 
• Internet Radio: Broadcast to an online radio server. 
• Podcast: Record an in-studio podcast with multiple 

mics. 
• Record Player: Record analog records. 
• Voice Chat: Record VoIP apps like Skype. 
• Web Audio: Record from a web browser. 
• System: Record all of the sound on your Mac. 
• Input Device: Record from a mic or 

other input device. 
• Sweeten: Improve audio with ef-

fects. 
If you you don’t see a Session Tem-

plate that suits your needs, you can use 
the “New Blank Session” to create a 
session from scratch. To configure a 
session you simply drag in elements 
from the Block Libraries (more about 
this later) to make up your session 
layout.  

The Audio Grid 
A Session is comprised of two or 

more “Blocks” starting with the 
“Source” and the “Recorder”. If you 
want to hear the audio that is being 
recorded, you would need a third 
“Output Device” block (Figure 2). 
When a session is activated, audio 

Figure 1. The Template Chooser has many templates for you to choose from 
to record your session.

Figure 2. The Application audio template contains three “Blocks”. The first block tells Audio 
Hijack which application to record from (VLC). The second tells Audio Hijack what type of 
recording to make, and the final block tells it where to send the output audio so you can hear 
what is being recorded. 



from the source will flow from left to right through the blocks in the 
audio grid. Each block in the chain will adjust or record the audio ac-
cording to its settings.  

Block layouts can be very simple like in Figure 2 (this records the 
audio coming from the VLC movie player), or more complex like in 
Figure 5 (this layout grid shows audio from two different inputs/mics 
which are being adjusted with different audio effects. Each input is then 
recorded separately, before a third recording block combines the two 
together. This layout will result in three different audio files). 

To the right of the grid (Figure 2) is the Block Library which holds 
additional block settings that you can apply to your session grid. Some 
of these include: 
• Audio effects: Balance, Base & tremble, Channels, 10 band EQ, 

Low pass filter, Mono enhancer, Pan, and Volume.  
• Advanced blocks: Declick (useful for filtering out pops and clicks 

from vinyl record recordings), Dehum, Denoise, Ducking, Input 
switch, Sync, and Time shift. 

• Meters: Menu Bar Meters, Peak/RMS Meters, and VU Meter (Fig-
ure 6). This gives you visual meters so you can see how audio is flow-
ing.  

• Audio Unit effects: Rather than giving you the names, here is what 
some of them do: Play and loop audio files, Pass only frequencies in a 
specified range, Create echos, Distort audio, Cut off high audio fre-
quencies, etc. There are too many options for me to list them all here. 
I just wanted you give you an idea what manipulations Audio Hijack 
can perform on the incoming audio. 

My First Recording 
Background: Certain video services/applications blank out the video 

of their movies if you try to use a screen capture program to capture the 
movie, but I was wondering if they would block the audio too. If Audio 
Hijack really can record anything, it should be able to record this audio.  

Steps I took: I started by selecting the “Application Audio” session. 
When picked, the Application Audio window immediately opened 
showing three boxes that are linked together (Figure 2). The boxes were:  
• Application: When you click on this box a “Source” window pops up which lets you pick the application that you want to record from. 
• Recorder: This defaults to MP3 256 kbps Stereo (Figure 4), but you have the option to change it to: AAC, Apple Lossless, AIFF, FLAC, or 

WAV formats.  For myself, I wanted to keep it simple, so I just left it with the default MP3 option.  
Silence Controls: Audio Hijack can analyze your audio stream, and take action when it detects silence in the audio. The silence can be removed 

Figure 3. The Actions menu lets you choose where to find or send 
your recording - including sending it to an external audio editor 
like Sound Studio.

Figure 4. This is the Recorder block’s popover showing many of the 
available controls for saving the audio.



from the recording (eliminating gaps in the 
audio), used to trigger the creation of a new 
file, or used to stop recording entirely. 

• Output Device: This lets you choose which 
speakers to send the audio to so you can listen to 
it while it is being recorded. You also have the 
option to turn this off so it records in silence. 
I next played a video and started Audio Hijack 

recording. Twenty or so seconds later I stopped the 
recording.  

After Recording the Session 
Once the recording has been made, I checked it 

by clicking on the Sessions tab. This is where all of 
the current and previous recordings are listed. 
From here you can listen to the recording (BTW: 
my recording came through loud and clear, so it 
worked just fine). there are places where you can 
add metadata like: Title, Artist, Album, Year, and 
Track info. There is also an “Actions” menu that 
lets you send the recording to an audio editor of 
your choice, add it to iTunes, Reveal it in the 
Finder, or Share it (Figure 3). I had previously set 
Sound Studio to be my external editor, so all I had 
to do was click on the Sound Studio button. In-
stantly the recording appeared in the Sound Stu-
dio timeline ready to be adjusted.  

BTW: The recording defaults to being saved to 
the Audio Hijack folder which is created in the 
Music folder. But you aren’t limited to that loca-
tion, you can choose where you want it saved to. 

Scheduling 
After creating a Session, you can go to the 

Schedule tab and set a timer for Audio Hijack to 
start recording that session at a specific time or 
day(s). This way you can have it record a one time 
broadcast early in the morning or record a broad-
cast that starts at the same time every day. The 
only caveat to this is that your computer must be 
on and you must be logged in. After that, Audio 
Hijack will run the session at the time you specify, 
launching itself and your sources if necessary. 

Disclaimer: Neither the reviewer nor SMMUG are endorsing recording audio from movies or other sources owned by other people or companies. This review is 
only telling you what Audio Hijack can do. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation:  At first glance Audio Hijack seems intimidating - “What are all the blue boxes for”? But once you understand the concept, it is very easy 
to use. I made my first audio recording within minutes of opening the program the first time. 
Requires: MacOS 10.13 to MacOS 11; Compatible with Intel and Apple silicon Macs. 
Company: Rogue Amoeba 
Price: $59 
Available Trial Copy

Figure 5. This session will record audio from two different mics which are being adjusted 
with different audio effects. Each input is then recorded separately, before a third record-
ing block combines the two together. This layout will result in three different audio files.

Figure 6. This session is for powering an internet radio station. The audio from two 
sources will be captured and adjusted using meters, etc. The Broadcast block’s popup lets 
you set the Server’s Address, Port, User, Password, Stream ID, the type of encoding, along 
with the audio Format, Bit Rate mode, Sample rate, and Channels.

https://rogueamoeba.com
https://rogueamoeba.com/audiohijack/

